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Bitter & Zart 

"Saccharine Goodness"

Indulge your sweet-tooth in some delightful flavors at Bitter & Zart. This

chocolate store and salon has been enthralling guests with an extensive

range of goodies, since its inception in 2003. Apart from the sweet bars,

guests can choose from their range of lattes, cakes, ice creams.

Sandwiches and teas offer a welcome break from all the sweetness. The

chocolate box, filled with an assortment, makes for a wonderful present.

The products on offer along with their efficient and amicable service,

makes Bitter & Zart one of the best cocoa stopover in the city.

 +49 69 9494 2846  www.bitterundzart.de/  info@bitterundzart.de  Braubachstraße 14,

Francoforte

 by Public Domain   

Die Kuh die Lacht 

"Hearty Burgers"

Die Kuh die Lacht is a burger-bar where you can get beef, chicken and

veggie burgers that are tasty and affordable. They also have a children's

menu which has a small selection of beef or chicken burgers, fries and

apple juice. All orders have to be made at the bar counter. Apart from

burgers, there are side dishes and desserts as well which you can try if

you are not in the mood to have hearty burgers.

 +49 69 2729 0171  www.diekuhdielacht.com/  info@diekuhdielacht.com  Schillerstraße 28,

Francoforte

 by Geoff Peters   

Sushi Circle 

"Sushi This Side Of Town"

If Gurkenmaki, Anago or Sashimi is what you have in mind, then it's all

here at the Sushi Circle. Now those are all different kinds of sushi. More

names? Uramaki (Inside Out), Gunkan, Maki, Nigiri: they are all here too! If

you love raw fish, then wind your way to this circle. Meat and fish freaks

regularly love to bite into the juiciest of sushi, this side of Frankfurt.

 +49 69 9139 9302  www.sushi-circle.de/stand

orte/frankfurt/

 j.gorokowski@sushi-

circle.de

 Neue Mainzer Strasse 84,

Francoforte

Louisiana Frankfurt 

"American Life!"

With outlets across Germany, Louisiana is a trusted name when it comes

to replicating the American laid back style, right from the ambiance to the

food served. Experience a typical American pub life in the heart of

Frankfurt at Louisiana. A refreshing menu of Cajun Fries, Creole soup,

nachos, fried chicken and shrimp are on offer to complement your beer

and wine. On Mondays this place offers happy hours through the night,

visit it then to kick start your week with some vibrancy. Louisiana is an

ideal place that homesick Americans can throng to.

 +49 69 5979 9500  Eschenheimer Anlage 40, Francoforte
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Eis Fontanella 

"Creamy and Unique Ice Creams"

Eis Fontanella is believed to be one of the only ten traditional ice cream

parlors in Germany and they have been operating at Kaiserstraße since

1957. At Eis Fontanella there is always a new flavor for you to try. With

over 40 years of experience in making and serving traditional Italian ice

cream, Eis Fontanella has crafted the art of ice cream making. Every scoop

served at Eis Fontanella oozes out quality ingredients and freshness. The

unique shapes and figures of the ice cream is what makes Eis Fontanella

popular among the little ones. From Mickey Mouse, Pinocchio to Tartufo

cup, Strawberry cup and more select something that strikes a chord with

your heart and be lost in an ice cream coma.

 +49 69 2424 7072  www.eisfontanellafrankfurt.de/  Kaiserstraße 36, Francoforte
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Bombay Palace 

"For Palatial Palates"

Come one, come all to Bombay Palace, located in Sachsenhausen! An

elegantly decorated Indian restaurant that serves up curries and clay oven

favorites with an a la carte menu is popular for weekday lunches or dinner

any day of the week. Spice-filled dishes are sure to tantalize the

discerning palate. Call or see the website for more information.

 +49 69 62 6310  www.bombaypalace.de/  info@bombaypalace.de  Darmstadter Landstrasse 6,

Francoforte

 by dalecruse   

Apfelweinwirtschaft Wagner 

"Authentic Apple Wine"

The district of Sachsenhausen is known for its pubs specializing in

apfelwein, or apple wine. Apfelweinwirtschaft Wagner is one of these

typical establishments; rustic and cozy, selling apple wine by the pitcher.

The clientele consists of a mix of students, tourists and locals who come

here to guzzle down a few glasses, perhaps accompanied by a hearty

local dish. The outdoor courtyard is extremely pleasant, be it summer or

winter.

 +49 69 61 2565  www.apfelwein-

wagner.com/

 info@apfelwein-

wagner.com

 Schweizer Straße 71,

Francoforte

Brasserie M 

"Delightful Meals"

Brasserie M is a cute little restaurant located in Steigenberger Hotel

Metropolitan. The menu of this place features some really creative meals

that are good in portion, yet light on the tummy. The food is all prepared

using fresh ingredients and is simply flavored. The Steamed Fillet of

Norwegian Winter Cod and the Clear Ox Tail Soup are great orders.

 +49 69 506 0700  www.steigenberger.com/e

n/Frankfurt_Metropolitan/r

estaurants/

 metropolitan@steigenberg

er.de

 Poststraße 6, Steigenberger

Hotel Metropolitan,

Francoforte
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Eis Christina 

"Swirls of Delight"

Visiting the city during the summer? What better way to beat the heat that

gorge on a creamy scoop of ice cream? Look no further than Eis Christina,

Frankfurt's ice cream haven since the 1970s. This place serves ice creams

by the bowl, scoop or cup. Apart from the regular range of chocolate,

vanilla, strawberry and butterscotch, they also serve delightful flavors like

tiramisu, caramel, pistachio, pineapple, cookies, peanut, coconut and

more. Those with an adventurous palate could try out their spaghetti

range.

 +49 69 59 8452  www.eischristina.de/  eischristina@eischristina.d

e

 Eckenheimer Landstraße 78,

Francoforte

 by Nish1892   

Ruchi 

"For Indian Specialties"

One of the best places to experience Indian cuisine in Frankfurt is Ruchi -

a small and simple restaurant tucked in the Bahnofsviertel tenement

offering tantalizing North and South Indian dishes. The ethnically

decorated interiors elicit a traditional and warm ambiance while service

complements the offerings. From the Hyderabadi Biryani, Chilli Chicken,

Vegetarian Manchuria to Mutton Kebab, the list of favorites goes on and

on. And to go with the dishes you've got the yummy Mango lassi and

Badam milk. Don't worry about reservations or prices, just walk into this

feast.

 +49 69 2729 5728  www.ruchifrankfurt.de/  info@ruchifrankfurt.de  Ludwigstraße 12, Francoforte
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Restaurant La Boveda 

"Spanish Fiesta!"

For delightful Spanish tapas and creative seafood dishes that feature both

the Mediterranean and Spanish cuisines, La Boveda has become a name

to be reckoned since its opening in 2000. Located in a cellar, the dimly lit

restaurant has a welcoming ambiance while the bar features a notable

wine list. You will also enjoy the shows featuring flamenco dancers which

makes the restaurant even more vibrant. You will surely like this flavorful

Spanish restaurant.

 +49 69 72 3220  www.la-boveda.de  la-boveda@arcor.de  Feldbergstraße 10,

Francoforte

Jewel of India 

"Royal Recipes!"

With a menu that features a vast array of culinary gems, Jewel of India is a

rather aptly named restaurant situated in the Westend. You get to enjoy

Mughlai recipes that have been passed down through generations, and

which have been the favorites of many emperors of ancient India. Murgh

tikka masala, rogan josh, dhingri mattar and seekh kebabs are just a few

of the scrumptious preparations you get to feast on before you get to

Indian confections like rasmalai and kheer.

 +49 69 75 2375  www.jewel-of-india.de/  jewel-of-india@t-online.de  Wilhelm-Hauff-Straße 5,

Francoforte
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Heroes Premium Burger 

"Delish Homemade Burgers!"

What do Superhero, Texas Ranger, Spicy Juan, Fat Joe, Luigi and Rusty

have in common? Well, these are the names of some of the incredible

burgers in Heroes Premium Burger, the wonder burger shop that has been

delighting locals and tourists alike. There are also veggie burgers for all

those vegetarian burger fans, which are tasty as well. You can munch on

these tasty bites while sitting on their outdoor patio and think of nothing

but the deliciousness of these fresh buns and fab fillings. Everything is

homemade and is absolutely fresh so that the taste is not compromised.

 +49 69 8477 3735  www.heroes-burgers.de/  info@heroes-burgers.de  Leibnizstraße 13, Francoforte

 by Alpha   

Tawaraya 

"Small, Traditional Japanese Establishment"

Tawaraya is a small Japanese restaurant which is both cozy and

comfortable, unlike many sushi bars with their cool, minimalist design.

The food is very good: be it sushi, sashimi or any of the mouthwatering

soups. Everything is freshly prepared, which you can tell from the first

bite. A good place for sushi novices, as you can take your time and not

feel hurried. The authentic Japanese fare is surely a connoisseur's delight!

 +49 69 43 4437  Hanauer Landstraße 131, Francoforte
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Café Crumble 

"Popular Breakfast Haunt"

Café Crumble is an ideal place to begin your day with a hot breakfast. The

clientele, many who come from the nearby university, can relax in a

traditional coffee-house atmosphere and can choose from over 15

different types of coffee. Moreover, they also offer a limited range of teas,

ales and fresh fruit juices. The selection of breakfast is equally impressive;

sandwiches, salads, cereals and cakes are also available.

 +49 69 7158 8738  www.cafecrumble.de/  b.reuben@freenet.de  Kiesstraße 41, Francoforte

 by CIAT International Center

for Tropical Agriculture   

Café Klatsch 

"Trendy Café for the In-Crowd"

One of Frankfurt's trendier locations, Café Klatsch attracts a mixed crowd

of locals and foreigners. The interior is embellished with vibrant hues and

is filled with ethnic decor. As far as breakfast goes, there is plenty of

choice, from jam on toast to smoked salmon. Guests can sit out in the

courtyard during the summer and enjoy their fares.

 +49 69 490 9709  Mainkurstraße 29, Francoforte
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Pizzeria Da Cimino 

"Yummyliciois Pizzas!"

There is no fancy decor in this cozy yet friendly restaurant, but expect

yummy pizzas that will just blow your mind away. Pizzeria Da Cimino is an

unpretentious place with delish pizzas that is wallet-friendly as well. A

favorite amongst the locals and tourists alike, the pizzas do the talking

here and the vibrancy of the place will charm you. So if you are looking

out for delicious pizza while in Deutschland, Pizzeria Da Cimino might be

an excellent option for you.
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 +49 69 77 1142  www.pizzeria-cimino.de/  lulzim.a@gmail.com  Adalbertstraße 29,

Francoforte
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Gasthaus Zum Löwen Restaurant 

"Gasthaus Zum Löwen Willkommen's You"

Gasthaus Zum Löwen is sure to have something to satisfy any kind of

palate. With a wide selection of dishes on the menu, Gasthaus Zum Löwen

offers seasonal dishes as well, so you get even more variety. If you're

planning an event, make sure to check out one the separate rooms

available or their spacious Summer garden. Known for their hospitality,

the crew here will make sure you are taken care of.

 +49 69 34 1357  www.zumloewen-

frankfurt.de/start

 info@zumloewen.org  Alt Sossenheim 74,

Francoforte

 by rubenerd   

Restaurant Unterschweinstiege 

"Local Delights"

Nestled in the luxurious Steigenberger Airport Hotel, Restaurant

Unterschweinstiege delights guests with authentic Frankfurt cuisine. This

restaurant is situated in a former forest house that is over 200 years old.

This lends to this place an old world charm which has been beautifully

blended into the contemporary decor of the place. Located in close

proximity to the airport, this restaurant is an ideal place for a meal before

your departure from the city.

 +49 69 6975 2500  www.steigenberger.com/e

n/Frankfurt_Airport/restau

rants/

 unterschweinstiege@airpor

thotel.steigenberger.de

 Unterschweinstiege 16,

Steigenberger Airport Hotel,

Francoforte
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